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1. Some definitions

• Who are the VET teachers in France ?

There are 3 main categories of VET teachers in France :
- teachers of initial vocational  education ; they teach in “ lycées professionnels ”  or “ lycées
techniques ” (either state schools or non-state schools) and are civil servants. The curricula in
“ lycées professionnels ” lead to vocational diplomas (short studies geared toward the job
market) and the curricula in “ lycées techniques ” provide an access to high post-secondary
studies. Although those diplomas are controlled by the State (Ministry of Education), their
contents are defined jointly by Education and representatives of professional sectors.
NB : a particularity of initial VET in France : all vocational diplomas combine both general
contents and vocational contents. Teachers who are in charge of general subjects teach 2
diciplines (generally french/history, french/foreign language, mathematic/science) ; teachers
who are in charge of vocational subjects teach one discipline.

Their background :
There have been 3 recrutment trends, that led to 3 profiles of VET teachers ( NB : The
recrutment has always been made with  competitive entry examination) :
- recrutment before 1985 : teachers were high qualified workers, with a 5 years professional
experience in the firm
- recrutment between 1985 and 2000 : as a new higher vocational diploma (bac
professionnel) is created for the pupils, the teacher’s level is expected to increase and the
applicants’ level must be either : a licence (bac + 3 years) or an engineer’s diploma (bac + 4 or
5 years), or a 5 years experience in a firm as a manager. In fact, the real recrutments still
concerned applicants with a vocational diploma level bac + 2 years, with very few or no
professional experience in a firm.
- since the end of the 90’s : there is a lack of applicants for teaching, due to better job
opportunities for qualified people and to the fact that vocational teaching in France is still
considered as an unattractive job (pupils are mainly guided in this curricula because of school
failure). In this context, recrutment insists again on professional experience and technical
background. Now, the applicants  for teaching must  have either :

- a technical diploma (bac + 2 years) + a 3 years professional experience in a firm
- bac + a 5 years professional experience in a firm
- a vocational diploma + a 8 years professional experience in a firm

Some statistics in 1999-2000

Categories of teachers Number Comments
Teachers in secondary VET initial
education

354 000

VET teachers short studies 85000
VET general subjects teachers  18500



VET industrial fields teachers 19200
VET tertiary fields teachers 11500
VET technical studies
VET industrial fields teachers 17900
VET tertiary fields teachers 18000
Agriculture VET teachers 36528 All categories of studies and

subjects

2- teachers in apprenticeship centres (state-centres or non-state centres) : 13580 in 1999-
2000. The status of those teachers depends on  the training centres management , which is
made either by  ministry of National education, or by Chambers of Industry, and of Agriculture
and of Guilds or directly by professional sectors.
Background : in the state centres, teachers are full-time permanent teachers. In  private
centres, teachers are part-time teachers with a professional activity outside ( in a firm) , or
former professional.

3. teachers of specialised schools  or high schools (not universities) : business, health,
arts… They are mostly part-time teachers with a professional activity outside ( in a firm).

• What competences should have a VET teacher have, in our opinion ?

Ideally,  teachers should have a double competency :
- a professional  experience in a firm, that would allow them to elaborate their teaching

practice, that relies on their knowledge of the firm and of the job’s realities. It semmes
necessary in order to legitimate them for their pupils and to enable them to build efficient
partenerships with companies

- - a general pedagogical training, to enable them to adapt themselves to the difficulties of
their pupils ; actually, they have to help young people to build a personal and professional
project and to understand changes in the work market.

• What is the career of a VET teacher usually like ?

Concerning the initial VET teachers’career, there is almost no external mobility : teachers can
get the responsability of the  whole vocational training organisation in their school (lycée) and
to be in charge of the partnerships with the companies or pass a compettitive entry examination
to become a school director or supervisor.
Remaining in the same field of teaching, they can also teach for adults in their school, or
become teacher of teachers.
In a very few situations, very skilled teachers in their professional field can be hired by
companies.



II. What are considered to be the greatest challenges in vocational teacher training in
France ? Are there any initiatives with respect to these challenges ?

The main challenges are :
- the revaluation of VET in France (that has been a problem for a long time) and then the
revaluation of VET teachers’ carreers
- a risk of lack of skilled teachers in specific fields
- the introduction of NTIC in teaching
- the management of sandwich-courses between school and company : if teachers fully agree
with the pedagogical value of this practice, their involvment is prevented by  some
management barreers (schedules, work’s organization, etc). The success of this practice
depends more on individual initiative than on collective organization
- to make teachers of different disciplins to collaborate and to launch collaborative works
between teachers, between different VET centres (which implies changes in their working
habits and time management)
- to prepare the teachers  to open their teaching and themselves to other target groups (adults,
young people) and other practices (individualisation, NTIC, etc)
- to prepare the teachers to new types of certifications and to new teaching goals (other than
diplomas, recognition of professional experience… ).

The Ministry of Education announced in january 2001 a new reform concerning teachers’
training. For VET, its main targets are :
- to modernize initial training for teachers, and to coiach them during the two first years of
teaching and to enhance continuing training for them
- to facilitate the recrutment of professionals with experience in firms

III. What kind of system or mechanismes exist in order to develop professionalisation
during the teacher career ?
Teachers’ professionalisation is developing through
- continuing training (on technical and pedagogical topics) that are organized by their regional
and  national networks and employers
- long curricula in pedagogical studies, by their own initiative
- incentive to collaborative work within  interdisciplinary “ centres projects ”, involving pupils
and teachers
- contacts and partnerships with companies for the organization of compulsory sandwiches
courses for pupils.

IV. How does increasing internationalisation affect the work of VET teachers ?

The impact of increasing internationalisation on the work of VET teachers is quite weak. We
can underline 3 aspects :
- the international standards issue (industrial, ISO, etc), which is a part of the teaching’s

contents at all levels and requires teachers to take into account an international aspect
- - the involvment of some teachers teams and centres in european projects (such as

Leonardo da Vinci) or in multinational firms projects, that depend on individual initiative of
centre’s director

- - the use of internet, which has now become usual for young teachers. Cooperative
networks are developing in language or professional communities (exchanges of methods



and tools for example). This individual use will probably turn to a wide spread use in the
short term.


